Easter Symbol Hunt
Easter Symbol Hunt (Ages 4-12), 25 minutes, Sanctuary or Activity Area
Age 4/5: Split children into groups. Search for symbols together
Hide smaller symbols throughout your activity area. Break chldren into smaller
groups. Each leader has a clipboard of all the symbols they need to find and Symbol
Flash Cards. For each symbol, hold out the symbol flash card and read the
explanation then let all the kids go on a hunt for the smaller symbols hidden
throughout. For the empty egg symbol, also hide Easter eggs throughout the area to
find.
Age 6/9: Split children into groups. Teams race against each other.
Hide smaller symbols throughout your activity area. Each leader has a clipboard of all the
symbols they need to find and Symbol Flash Cards. Teams race against each other and
perform an action while searching for each symbol (e.g. walking backward). After all
symbols are found, the group leader, holds out each symbol in a round robin for kids to guess
what they mean and connect them to the Easter story. For the empty egg symbol, also hide
Easter eggs throughout the area to find.
Age 10-12: Split children into groups Teams race against each other
Hide smaller symbols throughout your activity area. Each leader has a clipboard of all the
symbols they need to find and Symbol Flash Cards. All kids also have a list of symbols.
Teams race against each other. After all symbols are found, the group leader hands out the
flash cards and the kids get a chance to share what their symbol means. For the empty
egg symbol, also hide Easter eggs throughout the area to find.

Symbol
IHS

Chi-Roo

Messianic Rose

Agnus Dei

Cross

Action
WALK
BACKWARDS

HOP ON ONE
LEG

TWIST

HOP WITH
BOTH LEGS

WALK ON TIP TOES

Meaning
JESUS. The first three letters of the name
Jesus in Greek, which is the language in
which the New Testament was originally
written
THE CHRIST. The first two letters of “Christ”
in Greek, which means “The Anointed One”
and is the name for the Messiah promised
to the Jewish people.

Lily

THE FINAL SACRIFICE for SIN. A fulfillment of
the Jewish Passover. Jesus is called the
lamb of God because he saved the whole
world from sin and death through his
sacrifice on the cross

10

FORGIVENESS. The crucifix was a form of the
death penalty under Roman rule. On the
cross, Jesus paid the penalty for sin once
and for all, for all people. We are forgiven,
ransomed children of God.

NIKA

Shield

Crown & Palms

NEW LIFE. Once we were all spiritually dead
in sin. But through Christ, we are washed
cleaned and given his holiness so we now
blossom as spiritually pure and radiant
children of God
CHRIST THE CONQUERER. We call Jesus
“Conqueror” because through his death and
resurrection, he defeated the curse of sin,
death, and the devil.

NIKA
HOOLA-HOOP

ICE-SKATE

FLY
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10

MARCH

SPIN
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JESUS is the PROPHECIED CHRIST. The rose
imagery comes from the prophet Isaiah
(35:1). With the candlestick, it suggests that
Jesus, the Light of the World, is the
fulfillment of O.T. prophecies

EMPTY TOMB. For many centuries, Christians
have seen an empty Easter Egg as a symbol
of the empty tomb on Easter morning.

Empty Egg

Find

CHRIST is our SHIELD. A shield is used to
protect. In the Bible, God often refers to
himself as our shield. It reminds us that
through Christ’s death and resurrection, we
have nothing to fear. We are no longer
slaves to sin, we have been given new life,
and death has lots its sting.
HEAVEN. A crown is a symbol of glory and
power. The Bible often refers to the Lord
giving us the crown of life in heaven. The
Palm branch is a symbol of victory and was
awarded to victorious athletes in Ancient
Greece and Rome.
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Meaning
JESUS. The first three letters of the name
Jesus in Greek, which is the language in
which the New Testament was originally
written
THE CHRIST. The first two letters of “Christ”
in Greek, which means “The Anointed One”
and is the name for the Messiah promised
to the Jewish people.
JESUS is the PROPHECIED CHRIST. The rose
imagery comes from the prophet Isaiah
(35:1). With the candlestick, it suggests that
Jesus, the Light of the World, is the
fulfillment of O.T. prophecies
THE FINAL SACRIFICE for SIN. A fulfillment of
the Jewish Passover. Jesus is called the
lamb of God because he saved the whole
world from sin and death through his
sacrifice on the cross
FORGIVENESS. The crucifix was a form of the
death penalty under Roman rule. On the
cross, Jesus paid the penalty for sin once
and for all, for all people. We are forgiven,
ransomed children of God.
EMPTY TOMB. For many centuries, Christians
have seen an empty Easter Egg as a symbol
of the empty tomb on Easter morning.
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CHRIST THE CONQUERER. We call Jesus
“Conqueror” because through his death and
resurrection, he defeated the curse of sin,
death, and the devil.
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NEW LIFE. Once we were all spiritually dead
in sin. But through Christ, we are washed
cleaned and given his holiness so we now
blossom as spiritually pure and radiant
children of God
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CHRIST is our SHIELD. A shield is used to
protect. In the Bible, God often refers to
himself as our shield. It reminds us that
through Christ’s death and resurrection, we
have nothing to fear. We are no longer
slaves to sin, we have been given new life,
and death has lots its sting.
HEAVEN. A crown is a symbol of glory and
power. The Bible often refers to the Lord
giving us the crown of life in heaven. The
Palm branch is a symbol of victory and was
awarded to victorious athletes in Ancient
Greece and Rome.
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Agnus Dei

LAMB: FINAL SACRIFICE FOR SIN.
Jesus is often referred to as “the lamb
of God,” or the “Agnus Dei.” At a
Passover meal, the Ancient Israelites
would remember how God saved them
from slavery in Egypt and death
through the blood of an innocent lamb.
Jesus is called the lamb of God
because he saved the whole world
from sin and death through his sacrifice
on the cross.

Easter Lily

EASTER LILY: NEW LIFE
In 19th century art, the Easter Lily
became a symbol for the resurrection
of Jesus. The white trumpet-like flower
symbolizes our new life in Christ. Once
we were all spiritually dead in sin. But
through Christ, we are washed cleaned
of our sin and given his righteousness
so we now blossom as spiritually pure
and holy, radiant children of God.

Cross

CROSS: FORGIVENESS
Jesus the Christ died on a crucifix,
which was a form of the death penalty
under Roman rule. On the cross, Jesus
died for all people, taking upon himself
the sins of the whole world. When we
see a cross, we remember that Christ
paid the penalty for sin once and for all,
for all people. We remember we are
forgiven and ransomed children of
God.
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NIKA: CHRIST THE CONQUERER
Jesus’ death and resurrection proved
that he was the Christ, the Anointed
One, the Saviour of the world that God
had promised since the beginning of
the world. We call him “Conqueror”
because through his death and
resurrection, he defeated the curse of
sin (he took all our sins on himself and
paid the penalty for them on the cross),
death (he rose from the dead), and the
devil (on the cross, he crushed Satan’s
head)

Shield

SHIELD: CHRIST IS OUR SHIELD
A shield is used by soldiers to protect
them from being hurt by the enemy. It
comes between the person and the
danger. In the Bible, God often refers
to himself as our shield. A shield
reminds us that through Christ’s death
and resurrection, we have nothing to
fear. We are no longer slaves to sin,
we have been given new life, and
death has lost its sting.

Empty Easter Egg

EMPTY EGG: EMPTY TOMB
For many centuries, Christians have
seen an empty Easter Egg as a symbol
of the empty tomb on Easter morning.

Crown of Life and
Palms of Victory

CROWN AND PALMS: HEAVEN
A crown is a symbol of glory and
power. Kings and Queens wear
crowns. The bible often refers to the
Lord giving us the crown of life in
heaven. The Palm branch is a symbol
of victory and was awarded to
victorious athletes in Ancient Greece
and Rome.

Chi-Roo

CHI-ROO: THE CHRIST
The first two letters of “Christ” in Greek,
look like an “X” and “P”, called the ChiRoo. “The Christ” means, “The
Anointed One.” It is the name for the
Saviour that God promised to Adam
and Eve—the rescuer who would crush
the head of Satan and the Messiah
promised to the Jewish people.

IHS

IHS/JESUS
The first three letters of the name
Jesus in Greek, which is the language
in which the New Testament was
originally written.

Messianic Rose

MESSIANIC ROSE: JESUS is the
PROPHECIED CHRIST of the OLD
TESTAMENT.
A Rose as a symbol for Christ comes
from the imagery used by the Old
Testament prophet Isaiah (35:1): “The
wilderness and the solitary place shall
be glad for them; and the desert shall
rejoice, and blossom as the rose.” It is
often seen in Gothic architecture dating
back to the 13th century. When the
rose is combined with the candlestick,
it points to the fact that Jesus, the Light
of the World, is the fulfillment of Old
Testament prophecies (like those
found in Isaiah!) regarding the coming
Messiah.

